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Abstract

Temperature gradient interaction chromatography (TGIC) is applied to the characterization of polyisoprene (PI) and
polystyrene (PS) using normal-phase (NP) stationary phase – bare silica or diol bonded silica. Tetrahydrofuran–isooctane
mixtures are used as a mobile phase. PI and linear and star shaped PS samples are successfully fractionated in terms of the
molecular mass with a high resolution comparable to that of reversed-phase (RP) HPLC. Temperature dependence of the
retention shows that the enthalpy of adsorption of PS to the stationary phase is exothermic. In addition, some characteristic
features of the NP-TGIC system relative to those of RP-TGIC are presented, which include a high sensitivity on the polar
end group and the simultaneous size-exclusion chromatographic and TGIC characterization of PS and PI mixtures.  2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction composition difference of copolymers, tacticity, and
end-group difference. Furthermore, the resolution of

By virtue of the recent development of liquid SEC is limited due to the band broadening effect and
chromatography (LC), there has been significant it is often impossible to characterize the accurate
progress on the fractionation of macromolecules. MWD of polymers with narrow MWD such as most
Among numerous variations of LC methods, size- anionically polymerized polymers [4].
exclusion chromatography (SEC) has been the most For a couple of decades, reversed-phase liquid
popular method for the characterization of molecular chromatography (RPLC) has been applied for the
mass distribution (MWD) of synthetic and natural fractionation of high-molecular-mass polymers [5–
polymers [1–3]. Nevertheless, since SEC separates 16]. RPLC exhibits a much higher resolution than
the polymer molecules according to their size only, it SEC. Recently, Chang and co-workers have reported
is not an efficient method to separate polymers in successful applications of the temperature gradient
terms of chemical heterogeneity, such as chemical RPLC in the molecular mass distribution analysis of

various polymers such as polystyrene (PS) [17–21],
polyisoprene (PI) [22] and poly(methyl methacrylate)*Corresponding author. Tel.: 182-54-2792-109; fax: 182-54-
(PMMA) [23]. In the separation technique named2793-399.
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(TGIC), the column temperature is varied during the selectivity using high-molecular-mass PSs with dif-
elution in a pre-programmed manner to control the ferent end groups.
retention of polymeric solutes. TGIC was applied to
the analysis of MWD analysis not only for linear
high-molecular-mass polymers but also for oligomers 2. Experimental
[20,22], star shaped PS [18,19] and polymer mix-
tures [24,25]. All of these studies were performed PS and PI samples were first characterized by SEC
using alkyl chain bonded reversed-phase (RP) with two mixed bed columns (Polymer Lab. Mixed-
stationary phase. Although the majority of recent LC C, 300 mm38 mm I.D.). Chromatograms were
studies on the characterization of polymers employs recorded with a multi-angle light scattering detector
RP mode, normal-phase liquid chromatography (Wyatt, mini-DAWN) and a refractive index detector
(NPLC) has a longer history than RPLC and has (Wyatt, Opti-Lab) using tetrahydrofuran (THF; Al-
been frequently applied to the analysis of various drich, HPLC grade) as a mobile phase. Injection
oligomers and polymers [2,26–36]. Despite the many samples were dissolved in THF at an appropriate
applications of NPLC to polymer analysis, we found concentration (0.05|2 mg/ml depending on the
that little efforts have been devoted to rigorous molecular mass) for light scattering detection and
MWD characterization of high-molecular-mass poly- injected through a six-port sample injector (Rheo-
mers using NPLC. The resolution of NPLC was dyne, 7125) equipped with a 50-ml sample loop. The
reported poorer than RPLC, particularly for high- flow-rate of the mobile phase was 0.8 ml /min.
molecular-mass polymers [6]. In this study, we Column temperature was kept at 408C during the
applied NP-TGIC to characterize MWD of anionical- SEC run using a column oven (Eppendorf, TC-50).
ly synthesized polymers and compared the results Chromatograms were collected and processed by
with those of RP-TGIC. Since NPLC can be used Astra software. Calculated MWD data are summa-
more efficiently than RPLC for the fractionation rized in Table 1. All the PI samples were prepared
according to the polar groups present in the poly- by anionic polymerization in cyclohexane solvent at
mers, we tested NP-TGIC for the polar end group 458C under an Ar atmosphere using 2-butyl lithium

Table 1
Characterization of the polymers used in this study

3 bSample code M (?10 ) M /M Microstructure of PI Sample sourcew w n

(1,4-trans:1,4-cis:vinyl)
c cSEC–LS NP-TGIC SEC–LS NP-TGIC

aPI-1 2.7 1.08 27:66:7 Laboratory made
aPI-2 11.9 1.02 25:69:6 Laboratory made

PI-3 20.0 1.01 20:74:6 Laboratory made
PI-4 53.0 51.8 1.01 1.015 20:75:5 Laboratory made
PI-5 96.0 99.5 1.01 1.005 23:71:6 Laboratory made
PI-6 148 153.1 1.03 1.004 25:69:6 Laboratory made
PI-7 208 1.06 23:71:6 Laboratory made
PS-1 10.3 1.03 Laboratory made
PS-2 32.7 1.02 Laboratory made
PS-3 68.1 68.1 1.02 1.006 Laboratory made
PS-4 112 112.3 1.02 1.005 Laboratory made
PS-5 213 205.7 1.02 1.004 Pressure chemical
PS-6 394 395.5 1.02 1.003 Waters
PS-7 683 653.4 1.03 1.006 Laboratory made
PS-8 1530 1.03 Daelim

a Calculated by universal calibration to PS standards.
b 1Determined by H-NMR.
c Light scattering detection.
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as an initiator [37]. Therefore the microstructures of and an isocratic mobile phase has to be carefully
the PI samples are practically identical. In Table 1, chosen [23]. Recently, Czichocki et al. reported that
the microstructure of PI samples characterized by the critical adsorption point (CAP) of PI could be

1300 MHz H-nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) established using bare silica and isooctane–THF
(Bruker, DPX-300) are summarized. Laboratory- mixture (0.88%, v/v, of THF) as a stationary and a
made PS samples were also prepared by the same mobile phase, respectively [34]. The TGIC sepa-
method. ration condition is in general similar to the CAP

The NP-TGIC system is essentially the same as condition [24] and the combination was tested first.
that of RP-TGIC system except for the column and It was possible to obtain a good TGIC resolution for
the mobile phase [24]. It consists of a high-per- PI with the CAP condition, however, it did not
formance liquid chromatography (HPLC) pump provide a good reproducibility in the retention. This
(LDC, CM 3200), a six-port sample injector (Rheo- is thought to be due to the sensitive variation of
dyne, 7125), and a variable-wavelength UV–Vis adsorbed THF amounts on the silica surface with the
absorption detector (TSP, SC-100) as a concentration temperature change and the slow equilibration pro-
detector. Mobile phase was a mixture of THF– cess [38]. In TGIC experiments, temperature is
isooctane (Aldrich, HPLC grade) of which the com- changed during the elution. The THF adsorption
position was adjusted to obtain a good separation seems to change with temperature and it was neces-
efficiency for each polymer species studied. A silica sary to re-equilibrate the column for every run to

˚column (Nucleosil, 100 A, 250 mm32.1 mm I.D.) acquire satisfactory reproducibility. In order to have
was used for the TGIC analysis of PS while a diol a good reproducibility, we needed to have the mixed

˚bonded silica column (Nucleosil, 100 A, 250 mm3 eluent flow through the bare silica column for longer
2.1 mm I.D.) was used for PI. Polymer samples than 12 h. This time consuming step is in part due to
dissolved in the corresponding mobile phase (1.0 the small content of THF (less than 1%) in the
mg/ml) were injected and the peak absorbance of mixture. If we use a higher THF content eluent as in
the UV–Vis detector signal was in the range of the PS fractionation detailed later, the pre-equilib-
0.02|0.05. The flow-rate of the mobile phase was rium run was not necessary. Therefore, for PI
0.1 ml /min except for the simultaneous SEC–TGIC fractionation, we tried bonded stationary phase in-
experiment in which three columns with 4.6 mm I.D. stead of bare silica since the homogeneity of the
were used. The temperature of the separation column surface interaction with either solute or solvent was
was controlled during the TGIC elution by circulat- reported better in the bonded phase [39]. We tested
ing fluid from a programmable bath /circulator CN bonded silica and diol bonded silica columns and
(NESLAB, RTE-111) through a laboratory-made found the latter provided better separation efficiency.
column jacket. For simultaneous SEC–TGIC analy- We found that mixtures of isooctane–THF worked
sis of the PS–PI mixture, three silica columns with well for NP-TGIC analysis of both PI and PS.

˚different pore sizes (Nucleosil, 100, 500, 1000 A, Composition of THF was adjusted according to the
respectively, 250 mm34.6 mm I.D.) were connected polarity of each polymer system. For PI, a typical
and the flow-rate was 0.5 ml /min. For MWD nonpolar polymer, 1.5% (v/v) THF worked well
calculation, a calibration curve was constructed by with a diol bonded stationary phase. In Fig. 1,
fitting the peak positions of corresponding standard NP-TGIC chromatograms of five anionically poly-
samples to a polynomial. merized PI samples are shown. The temperature

gradient program is also drawn at the right ordinate.
For MWD analysis, PIs 4, 5, 6 were independently

3. Results and discussion injected and the chromatograms are shown with
dotted lines in the figure. Using a third-order polyno-

3.1. Fractionation of PI mial function, peak positions of five PI samples were
fitted to obtain a calibration curve (M vs. V ) forR

In order to achieve a good resolution of the TGIC MWD analysis. The results are summarized in Table
separation for a polymer species, a set of a stationary 1. The weight average molecular masses (M )w
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phase showed a resolution and a reproducibility as
good as diol bonded silica. Fig. 2a shows the NP-
TGIC separation of a seven PS standard mixture
along with individual TGIC runs of five medium-
molecular-mass samples. In this case, again peak
positions of seven PS samples were fitted by a
third-order polynomial function to obtain a cali-
bration curve and MWD was calculated as summa-
rized in Table 2. For a direct comparison with
RP-TGIC, the same set of PS samples was investi-
gated by RP-TGIC as shown in Fig. 2b, and MWD
of five PS samples were calculated in the same way
as in the NP-TGIC case. For the RP-TGIC experi-

Fig. 1. NP-TGIC chromatogram of a mixture of five PI samples
mixture (solid line, from left, M : 20.0, 53.0, 96.0, 148, 208w

kg/mol) and individual chromatograms of medium three PI
samples (dotted line). Temperature program is also shown in the
figure. [Column: diol bonded silica, Nucleosil, 250 mm32.1 mm
I.D., eluent: isooctane–THF (98.5:1.5, v /v), flow-rate: 0.1 ml /
min].

determined by NP-TGIC are in good agreement with
SEC characterization results. On the other hand,
M /M values calculated from the NP-TGIC analy-w n

sis are much smaller than those from SEC analysis.
These values are quite similar with the results of the
RP-TGIC analysis indicating that the resolution of
NP-TGIC is comparable to that of RP-TGIC [22]. In
accordance with the anionic polymerization theory of
Flory, the M /M value gets smaller as the molecu-w n

lar mass of PI increases [40]. One important feature
in the NP-TGIC relative to RP-TGIC is that both
isooctane and THF are good solvents for PI. There-
fore we do not have any solubility problem at all for
the temperature range of the NP-TGIC analysis. This
clearly rules out the possibility of the precipitation–
redissolution mechanism [12,41,42] and confirms
that the separation mechanism of TGIC is the
adsorption interaction.

Fig. 2. TGIC chromatograms of a mixture of seven PS samples
3.2. Fractionation of PS (solid line, from left, M : 32.7, 68.1, 112, 213, 394, 683, 1530w

kg/mol) along with individual run of three PSs for MWD
analysis. (a) NP-TGIC [column: silica, Nucleosil, 250 mm32.1In order to adjust the adsorption strength of PS
mm I.D., eluent: isooctane–THF (55:45, v /v)], (b) RP-TGICwith the polar stationary phase, therefore to obtain a
[column: C bonded silica, Nucleosil, 250 mm32.1 mm I.D.,18good TGIC separation condition for PS, 45% of THF eluent: CH Cl –CH CN (57:43, v /v)]. Flow-rates are 0.1 ml /min2 2 3

was mixed with isooctane since PS has more polariz- and the temperature program for each TGIC run is also shown in
able phenyl groups. In this case, bare silica stationary the plot.
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Table 2
Molecular mass characterization of polystyrenes by NP and RP-TGIC

3Sample code M (?10 ) M /Mw w n

NP-TGIC RP-TGIC NP-TGIC RP-TGIC

PS-3 68.1 68.5 1.006 1.008
PS-4 112.3 113.0 1.005 1.006
PS-5 205.7 200.3 1.004 1.004
PS-6 395.5 385.4 1.003 1.004
PS-7 653.4 648.3 1.006 1.006

ments of PS, CH Cl –CH CN (57:43, v /v) mixture NP-TGIC was performed. Assuming that the ad-2 2 3

and a reversed-phase column (Alltech, Nucleosil C , sorption–desorption process is the major retention18

250 mm32.1 mm I.D.) were used as the mobile and mechanism of NP-TGIC, the enthalpy of adsorption
the stationary phase, respectively. The temperature can be evaluated since the capacity factor (k9) has
gradient program is also shown in Fig. 2b. The the following relationship with the thermodynamic
results are summarized in Table 2 and the results parameters involved in the separation process:
from both methods well agree not only in the

ln k9 5 ln KF 5 2 DH /RT 1 DS /R 1 ln F (1)average molecular mass but also in the MWD.
Although TGIC allows us an extremely high where K is the distribution coefficient of a solute

resolution analysis for the MWD characterization of between the mobile and stationary phase, F is the
polymers and it is proven to be very useful for a volume ratio of the stationary phase to the mobile
precise MWD analysis of the polymers with narrow phase, and DH and DS represent the change of
MWD [21], long analysis time needed for a TGIC enthalpy and entropy of the solute involved in the
run (1–2 h in Fig. 2) is a clear shortcoming adsorption process, respectively. Since we are deal-
compared to SEC or conventional solvent gradient ing with the macromolecules that can access to the
elution. This is mainly due to the slow heat transfer finite pore volume of the porous stationary phase, the
in a packed column. By employing capillary columns capacity factor could be modified as follows [8]:
and an improved temperature control design, the
analysis time of TGIC could be shortened signifi- V 2VR SEC

]]]k9 5 (2)cantly. At the moment, we are exploiting the merits VSEC
of TGIC, which are: (1) far better resolution than
SEC, (2) more fine and reproducible control of the where V is the retention volume of the solute andR

solute retention than solvent gradient elution HPLC, V is the retention volume of the same solute in aSEC

and (3) more freedom to choose detectors (such as non-adsorbing condition. With the same mobile and
refractive index detector and light scattering detec- stationary phase condition for NP-TGIC of PS as
tors) by virtue of using isocratic condition [24]. shown in Fig. 2a, van ‘t Hoff plots were made within

In both RP and NP methods, the sorption of the temperature range of 3|448C using seven PS
polymer chains to the stationary phase is an ex- samples. In order to improve the accuracy of the
othermic process since the PS samples are eluted in measurement, three values of V after consecutiveR

the sequence of increasing molecular mass when the injections were averaged and plotted with the stan-
positive temperature gradient was applied in both NP dard deviation. V of each PS was measured usingSEC

and RP TGIC experiments. The thermodynamic pure THF as a mobile phase. As shown in Fig. 3, a
parameters involved in the RP-TGIC fractionation of linear relationship of ln k9 vs. 1 /T was obtained for
PS have been already investigated in the previous every PS sample of different molecular mass. From
paper, in which the enthalpy of adsorption was the slope of the van ‘t Hoff plot, the enthalpy of
evaluated from the temperature dependence of the adsorption, DH for each PS sample was determined
retention [24]. In this study, a similar analysis for and plotted as a function of the molecular mass in
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Fig. 3. van ‘t Hoff plots of eight PS samples (from bottom, M :w

10.3, 32.7, 68.1, 112, 213, 394, 683, 1530 kg/mol) under the
stationary and mobile phase conditions of Fig. 2a.

Fig. 4a. In Fig. 4b the apparent capacity factors of
eight PS samples at 208C calculated according to Eq.
(1) are displayed. DH and DS /R1ln F values were
obtained from the slope and the intercept of the van
‘t Hoff plots in Fig. 4a, respectively. It is clear that

Fig. 4. Plot of the thermodynamic parameters obtained from theDH is negative for the solute adsorption to the
van ‘t Hoff analysis of PS in Fig. 3. (a) DH vs. molecular mass,

stationary phase and the magnitude of DH increases (b) 2DH /RT 1DS /R1ln F (5ln k9) calculated at 208C vs.
with the molecular mass of PS. However, the molecular mass where the deviation from the Martin’s rule is
relationship of DH vs. M is not completely linear. shown.

Initially, the slope (5dDH /dM) at the low-molecu-
lar-mass region shows the enthalpy of adsorption is
approximately 80 J /mol per monomer unit, which is chains might be responsible for the bending of the
comparable to that of the RP case [24]. However it Martin plot in their RPLC analysis of PS [8]. Jandera

ˇ ´decreases down to the value less than 50 J /mol per and Rozkosna have also found that PS oligomer
monomer unit beyond the molecular mass over 2.0? showed a similar phenomenon in a silica column and

410 g/mol. Similar deviation from linearity is also it was attributed to non-equal contributions of repeat
observed for k9 in Fig. 4b. unit to the energy of adsorption as the molecular

According to the Martin’s rule, the adsorption mass of polymer increases [33]. More recently,
energy of a polymeric solute consists of additive Philipsen et al. discussed the curvature of Martin plot
contributions of the individual segments of repeat in RPLC with C stationary phase using oligomeric18

unit [43]. If the Martin’s rule holds, ln k9 vs. M is PS and polyester as solutes. They ascribed the origin
supposed to be linear. of the curvature to a change of interaction mecha-

Such deviations from the Martin’s rule similar to nism from ‘‘partition’’ to ‘‘sorption’’ since C18

our observation have been reported earlier with bonded phase has finite layer thickness for oligo-
somewhat different interpretations [8,33,44]. Lar- meric species to be fully soaked, while high polymer
mann et al. proposed that the collapse of the extend- with larger dimension can access only limited C18

ed configuration of high-molecular-mass polymer layer [44]. None of the explanations seems to be
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5fully satisfactory for our observation considering our 1.05?10 g/mol) of PS (H terminated) and PS-OH
use of bare silica and high-molecular-mass PS. We (OH terminated) was subjected to NP- and RP-TGIC
think that we have to consider two other factors. One analysis, respectively. Fig. 5a displays a NP-TGIC
is the possibility of the temperature dependence of chromatogram in which every four PS samples were
the THF adsorption on silica surface. In Fig. 3 we fully resolved by a single TGIC run while RP-TGIC
can note that the temperature range in which the van could separate them only by molecular mass and not
‘t Hoff plot was obtained were different for each by the end group difference at all as shown in Fig.
molecular mass PS sample. If the amounts of THF 5b. It is indeed remarkable that NP-TGIC could fully

5adsorbed on silica surface changes with temperature, resolve PS and PS-OH of 1.05?10 g/mol molecular
it would have affected the silica surface character to mass by a single OH group difference. To our
result in the deviation from the Martin’s rule. The knowledge, there are few other analytical tools
other factor to be considered is the pore size of the available to distinguish such a subtle difference in a
stationary phase. Since the high-molecular-mass long polymer chain.
polymer chains are excluded from the pore, we used Another example of such high selectivity is shown
Eq. (2) to calculate the capacity factors. The V in Fig. 6 where NP- (Fig. 6a) and RP- (Fig. 6b)SEC

was measured under a good solvent condition (THF), TGIC chromatograms of star shaped PS samples are
but it would not represent the chain dimension of the compared side by side. Ten chromatograms shown in
PS samples under NP-TGIC conditions satisfactorily. each figure are for the aliquots taken at 10 different
Recently, Baran et al. reported that with the mixture
of THF–hexane, the gyration radii of PS (M 51.2?w

610 g/mol) decreases from 62 to 45 nm when
hexane contents were varied from 0 to 55% which
cover the regime of a good solvent and theta solvent
for PS [36]. The situation is probably similar in our
case since both hexane and isooctane are typical
nonpolar solvents for NP-HPLC. Further investiga-
tion on the nature of the apparent deviation from the
Martin’s rule is in progress and will be reported
later.

3.3. Sensitivity of NP-TGIC to polar end groups

A special feature of NPLC is the sensitivity to
polar groups. In order to test the sensitivity of NP-
TGIC to polar groups, separation of two PS pairs
having identical molecular mass, but different end
groups was carried out. Two different molecular

4 5mass PS samples (M 51.1?10 and 1.05?10 g/w

mol) were prepared by typical anionic polymeri-
zation method under an Ar atmosphere using cyclo-
hexane and 2-butyl lithium as solvent and initiator,
respectively [37]. After the monomer is completely
consumed, a part of the living PS anion was made to
react with ethylene oxide to attach a hydroxyl end

Fig. 5. TGIC separation of PS samples with different end groupsgroup while the other portion was directly terminated
(hydrogen terminated vs. hydroxyl terminated) by (a) NP-TGIC

with methanol. SEC characterization revealed that and (b) RP-TGIC. Temperature programs are also drawn in each
the PS pairs with different end groups are indis- figure. Experimental conditions as described in Fig. 2 except for

4tinguishable. A mixture of the two sets (1.1?10 and the temperature program.
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unknown side reactions during the splitting process
of the aliquot at 8 h of reaction time. But we could
not identify the nature of the side reaction by simple
analytical tools such IR or NMR spectroscopy due to
the subtle chemical difference and the high-molecu-

4lar-mass of the precursor PS (8?10 g/mol) [18].
When we subjected the star PS samples to NP-TGIC,
the elution peak shape of the unlinked arms changes
significantly while other features of the chromato-
gram remain almost unchanged. Compared to the
RP-TGIC results in Fig. 6b, NP-TGIC shows less
broadening of the precursor peaks, and interestingly,
the broadening took place in the opposite direction
(most clearly visible for the sample taken at 8 h
reaction time). This tells us that a part of the
precursor arms became less polar due to the side
reaction. However, the nature of the side reaction
still remains unidentified because the concentration
of the end group in the polymer chain is too low to
be characterized by simple analytical methods.

3.4. Simultaneous SEC–TGIC fractionation of PS
and PI mixtures

Fig. 6. TGIC chromatograms of 10 star PS samples (M of PS The other interesting application of NP-TGIC isw
4arm: 8.0?10 g/mol) taken from the reactor at various linking the simultaneous SEC–TGIC separation of PI and PS

reaction times. (a) NP-TGIC (experimental set-up as that of Fig. mixtures. In the previous paper, we reported simulta-
2a), (b) RP-TGIC (experimental set-up as that of Fig. 2b).

neous fractionation of PS and PI by RP-TGIC [22].Temperature programs for each case are also shown on the top
In the RP-TGIC system, PS was fractionated in theaxis.
SEC regime while PI was fractionated in IC regime
if we employed the TGIC separation condition for PI

reaction times during a linking reaction of living since the mobile phase at the separation condition is
anionic PS precursors with a hexavalent chlorosilane a good solvent for PS. In the NP system, the
compound [45]. The chromatograms show that star separation mechanisms for the two polymer species
PS with more number of arms is progressively are reversed since the mobile phase of THF–iso-
formed as the reaction proceeds and a large amount octane (45:55), the NP-TGIC condition for PS, is a
of unlinked arm remains due to the use of excess good solvent for PI. As displayed in the chromato-
amount of the arm materials. Detailed discussion of gram shown in Fig. 7a, five PI samples with different
the linking kinetics of the star PS formation was molecular mass are separated by SEC mechanism
reported previously [18]. One unresolved question in before the solvent elution peak appears near V 511R

the RP-TGIC analysis was the appearance of the ml while eight PS samples are separated by IC
broadened peak of the unlinked arm after 8 h [18]. mechanism after the solvent peak is eluted. In order
By light scattering detection, it was confirmed that to improve the resolution of the SEC separation,
all the unlinked arm peaks of the 10 different three silica columns having different pore sizes

˚samples have the identical molecular mass in spite of (1000, 500, 100A, respectively) were connected to
the broadened peak shape [24]. We speculated that obtain the chromatogram. For easy comparison of
the peak broadening was likely to be caused from the separation efficiencies of SEC and TGIC, a
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much deteriorated when separated by SEC mecha-
nism under RP conditions.

In summary, NP-TGIC analysis of PI and PS was
investigated using isooctane–THF mixture as a
mobile phase. The resolution of NP-TGIC analysis
of PI and PS including star shaped PS was as good
as that of RP-TGIC. From the temperature depen-
dence of the capacity factor, it was found that the
adsorption of PS on the NP stationary phase was
exothermic. NP-TGIC has an advantage over RP-
TGIC as exemplified in the investigation of the
polymers with polar end group. Furthermore,
simultaneous SEC and TGIC analysis of PI–PS
mixtures was possible and as expected, the sepa-
ration mode was reversed relative to the RP system.
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